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86 Abstract
87 Biodiversity accumulates hierarchically by means of ecological and evolutionary processes and 

88 feedbacks. Within ecological communities drift, dispersal, speciation, and selection operate 

89 simultaneously to shape patterns of biodiversity. Reconciling the relative importance of these 

90 processes is hindered by current modelstheory and inference methods, which tend to focus on a 

91 subset of processes and their resulting predictionssingle spatial, temporal or taxonomic scale. 

92 Here wWe introduce Massive Eco-evolutionary Synthesis Simulations (MESS), a unified 

93 mechanistic model of community assembly, rooted in classic island biogeography theory, which 

94 makes temporally explicit joint predictions across three biodiversity data axes: i) species 

95 richness and abundances; ii) population genetic diversities; and iii) trait variation in a 

96 phylogenetic context. Using simulations wWe demonstrate that each data axis captures 

97 information at different timescales, and that integrating these axes enables discriminating 

98 among previously unidentifiable community assembly models. MESS is unique in generating 

99 predictions of community-scale genetic diversity, and in characterizing joint patterns of genetic 

100 diversity, abundance, and trait values. MESS unlocks the full potential for investigation of 

101 biodiversity processes using multi-dimensional community data including a genetic component, 

102 such as might be produced by contemporary eDNA or metabarcoding studies. We combine our 

103 Mmassive Eeco-evolutionary Ssynthesis Ssimulations (MESS) with supervised machine 

104 learning to fit the parameters of the model to real data and infer processes underlying how 

105 biodiversity accumulates, using communities of tropical trees, arthropods, and gastropods as 

106 case studies that span a range of data availability scenarios, and spatial and taxonomic scales.

107
108 Keywords: Population genetics, community ecology, comparative phylogeography, community 
109 phylogenetics, community genetic diversity
110
111
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113 Introduction
114 Biodiversity is structured hierarchically across spatial, temporal, and taxonomic scales (Leibold 

115 & Chase 20179). Fluctuations of species abundances within communities operate on ecological 

116 timescales, on the scale of handfuls or tens of generations. Population genetic variation, by 

117 contrast, accumulates and degrades over timescales of tens to tens of thousands of generations 

118 (Leffler et al. 2012), while phylogenetic and functional diversity accumulate even more slowly, 

119 on the order of thousands to millions of generations (Uyeda et al. 2011). Over time, various 

120 fields have emerged to investigate processes within individual levels of organization 

121 (macroecology, comparative population genetics, macroevolution), but only recently have 

122 inroads been made to combine theory across multiple scales of space and time into a general 

123 unified model (Vellend 2010, 2016; Thompson et al. 2020). Complicating matters, there is little 

124 consensus over whether, and to what degree, ecological interactions contribute to the 

125 structuring of ecological communities (Rabosky & Hurlbert 2015; Harmon & Harrison 2015). 

126 Likewise, the relative contributions of colonization and in situ speciation to the composition of 

127 community structure remains an open question (Patiño et al. 2017).

128

129 Discovering universal rules that structure ecological communities is a challenging task given the 

130 difficulty of disentangling the relative influence of faster ecological mechanisms from slower 

131 evolutionary processes (Ricklefs 2004), yet a unification of theory across multiple scales will 

132 provide significant insight into the formation of biodiversity (McGill et al. 2019). Ecological 

133 models of community biodiversity inspired by the Equilibrium Theory of Island Biogeography 

134 (MacArthur & Wilson 1967) and the Neutral Theory of Biodiversity and Biogeography (Hubbell 

135 2001) have focused on predicting only a single biodiversity metric, the shape of the local 

136 species abundance distribution (SAD). As central as the SAD is to macroecology and 

137 community ecology, it is often insufficient to distinguish among different models of community 
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138 assembly, particularly at equilibrium (Chave et al. 2002; McGill et al. 2007; Haegeman & 

139 Etienne 2011). Recently, DNA sequence data sampled at the community-scale has offered a 

140 powerful new approach for studying community dynamics at the genetic levelscale Several 

141 recent studies have made pProgress has been made toward by jointlylinking  analysing 

142 community abundance and intraspecific genetic variation in a geographic contextco mmunity 

143 ecology models with population genetics (Papadopoulou et al. 2009; Baselga et al. 2013; 

144 Baselga et al. 2015, Múrria et al. 2017; Dapporto et al. 2019). , hHoweverWhile empirical 

145 investigation of community intraspecific genetic diversity has flourished, modeling efforts have 

146 remained constrainedfallen behind, with current theory either lackings an explicitly population 

147 genetic foundation (Vellend 2005), or considerings genetic variation only of a focal species (e.g. 

148 Laroche et al. 2015), or modeling but not fully exploring genetic variation at the community scale 

149 (e. g. Manceau et al. 2015; Aguilée et al. 2018). Demonstrating the power of unified modeling, 

150 aA great deal of work has been done to incorporate phylogenetic information with abundance 

151 data to make inferences about community assembly processes (Webb et al. 2002; Jabot & 

152 Chave 2009). While such approaches make useful predictions, they are predicated on 

153 assumptions of equilibrium within the local community, and also assume that the phylogeny is a 

154 reliable proxy for functional trait diversity, an assumption violated by traits that are not 

155 phylogenetically conserved (Cavender-Bares et al. 2009). Likewise, Tthere have been other 

156 successful efforts to unify theory acrossdifferent time-scales with mechanistic eco-evolutionary 

157 models of assembly. Cabral et al. (2019) unify population-level and evolutionary timescales to 

158 investigate the dynamic relationship between community age, competition, and local richness. 

159 Pontarp et al. (2019a) developed a trait-based, spatially explicit eco-evolutionary model to make 

160 inferences about prey and predator niche widths with potentially diverse data types. 

161 Incorporating temporal dynamics can help to distinguish among ecological processes (Ricklefs 

162 2006; Chisholm & O’Dwyer 2014; Jabot et al. 2018), yet current theory fails to generalize across 

163 levels of biological organization. Adding more axes of data to process-based models without 
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164 increasing model complexity at the same rate is therefore a necessary advance to break this 

165 many-to-one mapping of hypotheses to observation (McGill et al. 2007; Leibold & Chase 2017).

166

167 The massive multi-dimensional datasets that continue to emerge from high-throughput 

168 biodiversity investigations applying community-wide surveying techniques such as eDNA 

169 (Deiner et al. 2017), metabarcoding (Andújar et al. 2018; Dopheide et al. 2019), and remote-

170 sensing technologies that can directly infer trait data (Cavender-Bares et al. 2017), are therefore 

171 timely. However, the challenges associated with moving beyond descriptive approaches of 

172 interpretation and inference have limited broader understanding of processes generating 

173 biodiversity patterns (but see Bohan et al. 2017; Derocles et al. 2018). Historically there have 

174 been two general approaches to investigate the evolutionary and assembly processes 

175 underlying the patterns we observe in nature: 1) “process-first” approaches that use first 

176 principles to derive generative mechanisms to make predictions of a single data type under the 

177 assumptions of an idealized community (Gavrilets & Vose 2005; Rosindell et al. 2012; Marquet 

178 et al. 2014); and 2) “pattern-first” approaches that reveal aggregate differences in 

179 macroecological patterns from real world systems across a range of spatial and temporal scales 

180 (Ricklefs & Bermingham 2001; Wagner et al. 2014; Rominger et al. 2016; Craven et al. 2019; 

181 Keil & Chase 2019). Recent advances in simulation-based inference under increasingly 

182 complex models provide a third option of unifying multiple processes and multiple data types 

183 across different scales (e.g. Overcast et al. 2019; Pontarp et al. 2019b). A unified model of 

184 community assembly, which accounts for the fundamental processes underlying biodiversity 

185 across spatial and temporal scales (Vellend 2010), could be used to make predictions about 

186 multiple axes of biodiversity data that include species richness and abundances, distributions of 

187 species genetic diversities, and trait variation. Several studies have recently shown that such 

188 complex biological models and resultant high-dimensional data can be tractable within a 
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189 machine learning framework (e.g. Schrider & Kern 2018), providing a robust inference 

190 procedure for simulation-based interrogation of empirical data.

191

192 Here we introduce the Massive Eco-evolutionary Synthesis Simulations (MESS) model, building 

193 upon classic community ecology theory (Wilson 1967; Hubbell 2001; MacArthur & Vellend 2016; 

194 Leibold & Chase 2017) to produce a mechanistic model of local community assembly for 

195 making dynamic joint predictions of observed multi-dimensional biodiversity data such as that 

196 currently emerging from high-throughput metabarcoding studies (Taberlet et al. 2012). MESS 

197 integrates ecological models of community biodiversity, comparative population genetics, and 

198 trait evolutioncommunity phylogenetics, with an explicit focus on incorporating microevolution 

199 and ecological interaction processes, which are often underrepresented in mechanistic models 

200 (Leidinger & Cabral 2017). MESS can simulate community assembly  across a continuum of 

201 evolutionary scenarios from evolved to assembled, and from purely neutral to niche-structured 

202 by either competition or environmental filtering.(niche versus neutral and evolved versus 

203 assembled). These simulations generate predictions for locally sampled distributions of 

204 abundance, genetic variation, and trait values which are summarized using a novel combination 

205 of statistics that capture the variation within and among these biodiversity data axes. We 

206 combine summary statistics from numerous simulations with supervised machine learning 

207 methods to test an array of competing models and to estimate model parameters relevant to 

208 understand complex histories of community assembly and evolution. We perform extensive 

209 simulation-based cross-validation analyses to explore precision and accuracy of model 

210 inference. Finally, we apply the model to four high-throughput biodiversity datasets representing 

211 different taxonomic and spatial scales: two arthropod communities with varying dispersal 

212 capacity from Mascarene islands of different ages (Emerson et al. 2017; Kitson et al. 2018); plot 

213 level sampling of Australian tropical forest trees (Rossetto et al. 2015); and archipelago-scale 

214 sampling of Galapagos Islands gastropods (Kraemer et al. 2019; Triantis et al. 2016). 
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215 Methods

216 Metacommunity composition

217 The MESS model comprises three components summarised in Figure 1 (See Table 1 for model 

218 parameter details). The metacommunity is modelled as a regional pool which is very large and 

219 fixed with respect to the timescale of the assembly process in the local community. It consists of 

220 a global phylogeny relating all species, along with species abundances, and trait values evolved 

221 along the phylogeny. The global phylogeny is produced by simulating a homogeneous, time-

222 constant diversificationrate birth-death process, in which lineages give rise to new lineages or 

223 die  with fixed speciation ( ) and extinction ( ) ratesparameters, until the desired number of 𝜆 𝜆 ⋅ 𝜖

224 species ( ) is reached (TreeSim v2.4; Stadler 2019). Next, we simulate a Brownian motion 𝑆𝑀

225 model of trait evolution on the phylogeny with a root value of 0 and a rate of σ2
M (ape v5.3; 

226 Paradis et al. 2004). Continuous tTraits evolve following a Brownian motion process of random 

227 drift in the metacommunity, rather than an Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process, which is stochastic with 

228 a central tendency (Butler & King 2004), because we assume species in the metacommunity 

229 are not exposed to constraints imposed by the local environmental conditions. Likewise with this 

230 model, we make no assumption about the degree of phylogenetic conservatism for each trait 

231 simulated. While multiple traits evolving under varying degrees of phylogenetic conservatism 

232 may provide more nuanced biological insight, for reasons of computational tractability we 

233 consider individual trait evolution as a reasonable first approximation. Additionally, we do not 

234 model intraspecific trait variation, on the assumption that trait values represent the mean 

235 phenotype of each species. Finally, the species abundances are sampled from a log-series 

236 distribution parameterized by the total number of species ( ) and the total metacommunity size 𝑆𝑀

237 ( ). 𝐽𝑀
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238 Local community dynamics

239 The foundations of the community dynamics underlying MESS are based on the joint neutral 

240 model of abundance and genetic diversity described in Overcast et al. (2019). The individual 

241 based community assembly model broadly follows that used in Rosindell & Harmon (2013), 

242 which is inspired by the ecological neutral theory of Hubbell (2001). A fundamental assumption 

243 of this neutral theory is that all species are ecologically equivalent (exchangeable) and that 

244 community assembly dynamics are governed entirely by ecological drift. The MESS model 

245 implements a birth/death/colonization/speciation process within a semi-isolated local community 

246 of fixed size (J) and proceeds in discrete time steps as follows. In each time step an individual is 

247 randomly sampled and removed from the local community. Under neutral dynamics all 

248 individuals are equally likely to be removed, i.e. die, irrespective of their species identity. The 

249 sampled individual is immediately replaced by a new individual to maintain constant saturation 

250 of the local community. With probability , where  is the immigration rate, the 1 ―  𝑚 𝑚

251 replacement is the offspring of another individual in the local community. The local community is 

252 assumed to be well mixed, so the parent of the offspring is chosen at random from all 

253 individuals in the local community, excluding the recently deceased individual. With probability 

254  the replacement individual is a migrant arriving from the metacommunity. All metacommunity 𝑚

255 individuals are equally likely to colonize; however, because the species have different 

256 metacommunity abundances, not all species are equally likely to colonize. In either case, the 

257 new individual inherits the species identity and trait value of its parent. The metacommunity is 

258 sufficiently large ( ) such that the species, along with their abundances and trait values, 𝐽𝑀 ≫ 𝐽

259 are assumed to remain static with respect to the timescale of assembly in the local community. 

260 As with the typical spatially implicit neutral model (Hubbell 2001), the local community diversity 

261 approaches a dynamic equilibrium state from its initial conditions such that ultimately local 
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262 extinction due to ecological drift is counterbalanced by new species arriving through 

263 colonisation.

264

265 Departing from the previous model, MESS allows relaxation of the assumption of ecological 

266 neutrality, generating individual fitness differences which account for biotic and/or abiotic 

267 interactions. MESS local community dynamics can range from fully neutral (species traits have 

268 no effect), to various degrees of non-neutrality determined by the magnitude that species traits 

269 influence individual death probability ( ) through competition or environmental filtering. 𝛿

270 Following Ruffley et al. (2019), we based our environmental filtering and competition models on 

271 a functional relationship common in coevolutionary models which relates trait-based interactions 

272 with the probability of persistence in a community, scaled by the ecological strength of the 

273 interaction ( ; Lande 1976; Nuismer & Harmon 2015). The  parameter determines either the 𝑠𝐸 𝑠𝐸

274 strength of species-species competitive interactions or species-environment filtering interactions 

275 depending on whether a competition or filtering model is specified. MESS does not 

276 simultaneously model competition and filtering, though this will be a potential future 

277 development. Calculated death rates per species are normalised to provide a vector of death 

278 probabilities that weight the random sampling of which individual will die in each time step 

279 according to a multinomial distribution (see Supporting Methods). 

280

281 As a first approximation, within the local community we implement a point mutation speciation 

282 process (Hubbell 2001), although other modes could be incorporated in future versions of the 

283 model (Rosindell et al. 2010; Haegeman & Etienne 2017). Speciation is implemented 

284 phenomenologically and takes place with probability  upon each birth event. Upon each 𝜈

285 speciation event, the new individual is assigned a unique species identity, and its prior species 

286 identity is recorded as the parental species for purposes of building the local phylogeny. The 

287 descendant species receives a trait value sampled from a normal distribution centered on the 
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288 parent species’ trait value and with variance equal to σ2
M/( + ), which is the expected 𝜆 𝜆 ⋅ 𝜖

289 variance of trait differences between parent and offspring species in the metacommunity. As 

290 each simulation proceeds, trait values continue to evolve in a punctuated fashion at each 

291 speciation event, and branch lengths within local radiating lineages are updated to reflect the 

292 accumulated time since speciation.

293 Population genetics component

294 Following Overcast et al. (2019), the forward-time histories of colonization and abundance 

295 changes through time per species are rescaledused to parameterize divergence time and 

296 effective population size in backward-time coalescent models with immigration for each species 

297 (Kelleher et al. 2016) to generate sampled local nucleotide diversities (π; Nei & Li, 1979). For 

298 reasons of computational efficiency, and to achieve a realistic scale in terms of numbers of 

299 individual organisms, we use a scaling parameter ( ) to specify the number of individuals per 𝛼

300 deme, thus the total number of organisms in the local community is given by . This notion of 𝐽 ⋅ 𝛼

301 demes, or ‘cohorts’, groups of individuals that perform the same actions at the same time, is 

302 conceptually similar to that of Harfoot et al. (2014). We use the forward-time frequency of 

303 colonization events (scaled to number of colonizations per generation) for each species to 

304 parameterize the migration probability in the coalescent of colonization/divergence with ongoing 

305 immigration. The per site per generation mutation rate is  and we use the harmonic mean of 𝜇

306 the forward-time population size history of each species to approximate each corresponding 

307 effective population size (Karlin 1968; Pollak 1983). The time of initial colonization of each 

308 species is the divergence time from the source population in the metacommunity within which 

309 the final coalescent events take place (going back in time). We scale forward-time Moran time 

310 steps by a factor of  to convert to backward-time Wright-Fisher units of non-overlapping 2/𝐽

311 generations. Finally, given an observed dataset, coalescent simulations match the observed 
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312 sample sizes of each species for which DNA sequence data was obtained with regards to 

313 numbers of individuals per species and length of sequence.

314 Summary statistics

315 We specify an hierarchical structure of summary statistics for each target data axis: species 

316 abundances, population genetic variation, and trait values. First, several relevant summary 

317 statistics are calculated per species, for each of the data axes. Next, each species-level statistic 

318 is aggregated and community-scale summary statistics are calculated per axis of data, 

319 capturing information about the distribution of the statistic across the community. We include as 

320 summaries the first four moments of each community-wide distribution, as well as pairwise 

321 Spearman rank correlations among all data axes. For correlations involving the trait axis, we 

322 consider the absolute value of the difference between the species trait and the local trait mean 

323 as the trait variable. We also calculate the differences between regional and local values of trait 

324 mean and standard deviation ( and respectively). Additionally, we utilize a 𝛥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑡
𝜇  𝛥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑡

𝜎 𝛥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑡
𝜎  

325 framework of generalized Hill numbers as community-scale summary statistics, to quantify the 

326 shape of each distribution (Chao et al. 2014). In order to distinguish between these diversity 

327 metrics when calculated on distributions of different data axes we will refer to the Hill number of 

328 order q for abundance data as qD, for genetic data as qGD, and for trait (functional) data as qFD 

329 (see Supporting Methods for further details). For simplicity, throughout the manuscript we will 

330 refer to Hill numbers calculated on distributions of each data axis as abundance, π, and trait Hill 

331 numbers.

332

333 As an example of the hierarchical nature of our summary statistics, consider genetic variation 

334 per species within a local community. The average number of pairwise differences among 

335 sampled gene copies (π; Nei & Li 1979) is calculated to summarize the genetic diversity of each 
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336 species. As a per species metric π is well suited for characterizing genetic diversity of molecular 

337 data as it is able to capture most of the true population genetic diversity with only 5-10 

338 individuals (Tajima 1983). The per species π values are accumulatedaggregated to compose 

339 the community genetic diversity distribution, and the first four orders of qGD of this distribution 

340 are calculated, summarizing the partitioning of genetic variation at the community scale. A 

341 similar hierarchical decomposition of abundance and, trait diversity, and phylogenetic diversity 

342 can be obtained. Importantly, with respect to the question of bias induced in summary statistics 

343 by unsampled taxa, within the local community it is reasonable to assume that unsampled taxa 

344 will be at very low abundance (Preston 1948). In this case the failure to sample them will have 

345 essentially no impact on the abundance, π, and trait Hill numbers, and will induce relatively 

346 minor bias in the first four moments, though investigating the nature of this bias is beyond the 

347 scope of this manuscript. The complete MESS model predictions are compared with empirical 

348 data via summary statistics and machine learning inference methods enabling selection 

349 between local community models as well as estimation of parameters relevant to the community 

350 assembly process.

351

352 Model behavior

353 We simulated communities under a range of parameter values to understand how different 

354 model processes affect the distributions of community-scale data, and whether the summary 

355 statistics capture information to discriminate among various alternative models. Given that the 

356 MESS model is dynamic in time, we controlled for this by running each simulation to the same 

357 fixed point in the assembly process. We quantified this point as the proportional approach to 

358 equilibrium (Λ) and fixed this parameter at 0.75. This value is measured as the fraction of 

359 information about the initial state of the local community which is no longer present in the 

360 current state (see Overcast et al. 2019 for a full treatment of this parameter). We allowed  to 𝜈
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361 take one of three values corresponding to no-, low- and high-speciation (0, 5.10-4, and 5.10-3 

362 respectively) and generated 10,000 simulations for each assembly model (see Table S1 for 

363 simulation parameters). We also investigated how summary statistics of different assembly 

364 model types vary through time. To this end, we generated 10,000 simulations for each assembly 

365 model while  allowing  to vary as above, sampling communities at different stages of the 𝜈

366 assembly process (Λ ~ U[0,1]; see Table S2 for simulation parameters).

367 Machine learning inference and cross-validation

368 The MESS package includes an automated multi-stage machine learning (ML) inference 

369 procedure (Fig. 2). First, MESS model parameters of interest are identified for estimation, and 

370 prior ranges are established based on some knowledge of the system under investigation. Next, 

371 simulations are performed until parameter space is sufficiently sampled. The quantity of 

372 simulations to perform depends on the system under investigation and the number of 

373 parameters being explored, but 1e5 is on the right order. Prior to ML model training, we perform 

374 a feature selection procedure in order to remove all summary statistics that are invariant or 

375 uninformative with respect to the target classes (boruta_py v0.1.5; Kursa & Rudnicki 2010). 

376 Performance of the ML model hyper-parameters (e.g. the number of trees in a random forest 

377 and the maximum tree depth) that dictate the structure and functioning of the algorithms. 

378 Performance can vary greatly between different datasets and different parameterizations, so 

379 MESShere are tunes thesed by optimizing cross-validation scores using a random search 

380 method to explore broad priors placed on hyper-parameter space. Next a model selection 

381 procedure is performed, during which an ML classifier is trained on the simulations using the 

382 summary statistics as features and the community assembly model class (Neutral, Filtering, 

383 Competition) as the target variable. The trained model is then confronted with empirical data 

384 and the predicted model class probabilities are generated. Next,After the best community 

385 assembly model class is selected as that with the highest predicted probability, and a parameter 
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386 estimation step is performed. Simulations are filtered to retain only those which belong to the 

387 best model, and an ML regressor is trained on this subset of simulations. A second round of 

388 feature selection and ML model hyper-parameter tuning is performed prior to ML regressor 

389 model training. Following this,, following which summary statistics from empirical data are used 

390 to estimate predict MESS parameters of interest. We quantify model uncertainty on parameter 

391 estimates as prediction intervals (PIs) using a quantile regression approach (Meinshausen 

392 2006). At this stage we are careful to evaluate parameter estimate uncertainty in light of the fact 

393 that uncertainty on model selection has not been propagated forward, which is an avenue for 

394 further development. Finally, to evaluate model adequacy we implement posterior predictive 

395 simulations (PPS) to assess goodness of fit of the model to the observed data (Gelman 2003). 

396 Additionally, after both classification and regression training steps, feature importances can be 

397 extracted to evaluate the proportion of information with respect to a given target variable that is 

398 contained within each retained summary statistic. The MESS ML classification and regression 

399 procedures can be performed with a number of ensemble learning strategies including random 

400 forest (Breiman 2001), gradient boosting (Friedman 2001), and AdaBoost (Freund & Schapire 

401 1997). Unless otherwise indicated, all ML algorithms are implemented in python using the 

402 architecture of scikit-learn (v0.20.3; Pedregosa et al. 2011).

403

404 We explored the power, accuracy, and bias of the ML inference procedure to classify 

405 community assembly models and estimate parameters using simulation experiments and cross-

406 validation (CV). To evaluate assembly model classification, we generated 10,000 simulations 

407 per model class (i.e. neutral/filtering/competition) and fixed all MESS parameters at intermediate 

408 values, varying only the size of the local community (J) and the local speciation probability ( ) 𝑣

409 (see Table S3 for simulation parameters). To quantify the accuracy and bias of MESS 

410 parameter estimation utilizing an ML ensemble method regression framework, we generated 

411 10,000 community simulations per assembly model class while varying several parameters of 
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412 interest ( , J, sE, m, , and ) using log-uniform or uniform prior distributions (see Table S4 for 𝛼 𝑣 𝛬

413 parameters). ML estimator performance was then investigated using a K-fold CV procedure 

414 whereby simulations were split into training and testing sets, with the model being iteratively 

415 trained on each K-fold and performance being evaluated as minimized CV prediction error on 

416 the held out training set. Classifier model adequacy was quantified by the percent error rate of 

417 misclassification, and regression model accuracy was quantified by the explained variance and 

418 R2 (coefficient of determination) regression scores. 

419

420 Empirical examples

421 As case studies, we selected four systems that occupy different spatial scales and likely occupy 

422 different locations on the continua of dispersal, speciation, ecological drift and non-neutrality. 

423 Each system has some combination of community-scale data available for two of the three axes 

424 which can be considered by the model. In this way we hope to demonstrate the power of MESS 

425 across taxonomic and spatial scales, using data availability scenarios that might be encountered 

426 by empirical biologists in the present or very near future. These systems are: 1) spiders from 

427 Réunion island with abundances collected from ten 50 m x 50 m plots and 1282 individuals 

428 sequenced for one ~500bp mtDNA region (COI; Emerson et al. 2017); 2) weevils from two 

429 Mascarene islands (Réunion and Mauritius) which have been densely sampled for abundance 

430 and sequenced for one mtDNA region (~600bp COI) at the community-scale (Kitson et al. 

431 2018); 3) three subtropical rain forest tree communities scored for multiple continuous traits and 

432 shotgun sequenced for whole cpDNA (Rossetto et al. 2015) and; 4) Galapagos snail 

433 communities collected from all major islands, sampled for one mtDNA region (~500bp COI; 

434 Kraemer et al. 2019) and scored for two continuous traits (Triantis et al. 2016). For both the tree 

435 and snail communities, we collapsed the multi-dimensional trait data using principal component 

436 (PC) analysis, and selected the position of each species along PC1 as its trait value. For each 
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437 empirical dataset we conducted 10,000 simulations of each assembly model class and 

438 generated abundances, trait values, and genetic variation corresponding to genomic regions 

439 with identical numbers of base pairs under an infinite-sites model at a rate sufficient to generate 

440 diversity similar to the empirical data (see Supporting Methods for precise empirical data 

441 curation and simulation procedures). We then conducted a round of ML model selection, 

442 parameter estimation, and quantile regression to generate parameter estimates and PIs. Finally, 

443 we implemented PPS posterior predictive simulations to assess goodness of fit of the selected 

444 model and parameters to each of the observed datasets. For the PPS we generated 100 

445 simulations using the estimated MESS model parameters and reduced the resulting simulated 

446 and observed summary statistics into lower-dimensional space by applying principal component 

447 analysis. We assessed centrality of the empirical summary statistics in PC space with respect to 

448 simulated summary statistics to evaluate goodness of fit.

449

450 Results

451 Model behavior

452 Simulations generated under different community assembly models produced markedly different 

453 distributions of community-scale data and summary statistics. First we considered one static 

454 point in time (at Λ = 0.75; Fig. 32). Neutral simulations generated communities with higher 

455 species richness, more even distributions of abundance as summarized by the normalized qD 

456 values, and higher mean and standard deviation of π values. Filtering and competition models 

457 were largely indistinguishable in terms of abundance and genetic diversity, with distributions of 

458 species richness, and mean and standard deviation of the population genetic statistics broadly 

459 overlapping (Fig. 2). Distributions of statistics related to trait values showed more nuanced and 

460 variable behavior, obtaining characteristics that differ between the three models. There was little 

461 distinction between models in terms of distributions of difference in local and metacommunity 
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462 mean trait values ( ), with the exception that filtering models produced more variable 𝛥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑡
𝜇  

463 results. However, distributions of local and metacommunity difference in trait standard deviation 

464 ( ) varied considerably among models, with competition tending to yield negative 𝛥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑡
𝜎 𝛥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑡

𝜎  

465 values (more variation locally than in the metacommunity), filtering producing positive values 

466 (less variation locally in the metacommunity), and neutral models producing values centered on 

467 zero. This pattern is borne out in Fig. 32, which illustrates the standard deviations of trait values 

468 increasing with competition, and decreasing with filtering, with respect to neutral models. The 

469 trait diversity values (qFD) tended to be slightly higher for neutral models.

470

471 Next, we investigated the temporal dynamics of MESS community histories (Fig. 43). Again, 

472 species richness in neutral models tended to exceed that of the non-neutral models throughout 

473 the entire community assembly process. In general, a low rate of local speciation produced a 

474 slight increase in richness and Hill numbers for neutral simulations, whereas a high rate 

475 produced dramatic increases in these metrics for all simulation scenarios. Between non-neutral 

476 models, richness and Hill numbers for competition were, on average, always greater than those 

477 of filtering models across all time points, with differences increasing with increasing speciation 

478 rate . For neutral models, qD tended to slowly increase monotonically through time, whereas (𝑣)

479 qGD initially increased quickly with community-scale genetic diversity accumulating more slowly 

480 in later stages of assembly. Increasing  increased the average maximum qGD for non-neutral 𝑣

481 models, but in these simulations this maximum value tended to saturate very early, with little 

482 change through time. qFD demonstrated a more dynamic temporal trajectory. Broadly, the 

483 relationships among the trait Hill numbers mirrored those of the abundance and π Hill numbers, 

484 with neutral models obtaining the highest, filtering the lowest, and competition somewhat 

485 intermediate values, and a trend of increasing values through time. However, one key difference 
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486 in qFD is that early-stage communities display relatively high values, with values decreasing as 

487 Λ increases from 0 to ~0.2, and then showing an increasing trend as Λ proceeds from 0.2 to 1.

488

489 Model selection ML cross-validation

490 ML model classification prediction error reached a minimum value with local community size (J) 

491 of 10,000 for all model classes and all evaluated feature sets (Fig. 54; mean error rate 0.16). 

492 Prediction error was slightly higher for small J (mean error rate 0.19), and did not improve 

493 dramatically when increasing J from 1000 to 2000 (mean change in error rate -0.02). Neutral 

494 simulations were more accurately classified than non-neutral simulations across all feature sets 

495 and  values (mean error rate 0.05 and 0.18 respectively). ML classifiers trained using summary 𝑣

496 statistics from all data axes were most accurate; however, including trait information along with 

497 just one other data axis (either π or abundance) produced classification error rates close to 

498 models trained on the full suite of summary statistics. ML classifiers trained using only summary 

499 statistics related to abundance and π produced accurate classification of neutral simulations 

500 (mean error rate 0.05), but failed to distinguish between the two non-neutral models (error rate > 

501 0.4). Importantly, in this condition the predicted model class for non-neutral simulations was 

502 overwhelmingly the alternative non-neutral model and rarely the neutral model. For example, 

503 simulations under a competition model were misclassified as filtering (0.35) with a much higher 

504 rate than neutral (0.08). 

505

506 Parameter estimation ML cross-validation

507 Cross-validation explained variance and R2 regression scores for model parameter ( , J, sE, sC, 𝛼

508 m, , and ) estimation were broadly congruent and positive in almost all cases, indicating that 𝑣 𝛬

509 the simulated and estimated parameter values were correlated (in some cases highly so). For 

510 neutral simulations Λ had the highest R2 (0.963) and ecological strength  (sE) the lowest (-
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511 0.037), with most parameters having moderate R2 values (e.g.  = 0.567; m = 0.685; Fig. 65). 𝛼

512 The small R2 for sE is expected given that neutral simulations should have no information about 

513 strength of environmental interactions. Estimates of small to moderate values of m and  were 𝑣

514 accurate, but larger values tended to be underestimated. ML parameter estimation for 

515 simulations of filtering and competition models obtained improved accuracy to estimate sE (R2 = 

516 0.146 and R2 = 0.287, respectively); however, R2 values for other parameters were somewhat 

517 reduced with respect to the neutral simulations (Figs. S1 & S2). Both non-neutral models 

518 produced diffuse estimates of  (R2 = 0.205 and R2 = 0.258) and J (R2 = 0.398 and R2 = 0.448). 𝛼

519 The most significant difference between the non-neutral models concerned estimates of Λ. 

520 Under competition scenarios, Λ estimates were precise but upwardly biased between Λ = 0 and 

521 0.5, with increasing variance between Λ = 0.75 and 1. Under filtering scenarios, Λ estimates 

522 were only accurate for values close to Λ = 0.5, with decreasing accuracy as Λ moved away 

523 from this value in either direction.

524

525 Empirical examples

526 The ML classification procedure identified the neutral model as the most probable for all three 

527 Mascarene arthropod communities (Fig. 76a), with considerable support for neutrality of the 

528 Reunion spider community (predicted class probability 0.939), and more equivocal class 

529 probabilities for Mauritius and Réunion weevil communities (0.566 and 0.53, respectively). The 

530 most important features for classification were 1D, standard deviation and mean of π, 2D, and 4D 

531 (accounting for 44% of relative importance of all retained features). ML classification identified 

532 environmental filtering as the most probable model for all tree and snail communities, with 

533 highest support for the snails (mean predicted class probability 0.698), and weaker support for 

534 the trees (mean probability 0.440). Combining filtering and competition predicted class 

535 probabilities indicated the average probability of non-neutrality for the trees was 0.633, and for 
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536 the snails was 0.865. Feature importance values for classification using axes of trait and genetic 

537 data were broadly diffuse across the retained summary statistics, with  accounting for 𝛥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑡
𝜎 𝛥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑡

𝜎

538 11% of relative importance of all retained features, and the remainder accounting for 5% or less.

539

540 The ML regression procedure for parameter estimation indicated that the selected empirical 

541 datasets occupied a broad swath of parameter space (Fig. 76b; Table S6). Empirical PIs were 

542 quite varied, with some parameter estimate PIs spanning the width of the prior, while the PI of 

543 other parameters were narrow, a result which is consistent with CV results. The tree 

544 communities had small α estimates with narrow PIs (mean α = 1423; 1019-2481 95% PI), when 

545 compared to the arthropod and snail communities, which had larger α estimates (e.g. Mauritius 

546 weevil α = 7107; 3497-9831 95% PI). ML estimates of Λ were more varied, with the weevil and 

547 spider communities approaching or reaching Λ = 1, snail communities having more intermediate 

548 Λ, and tree communities having the lowest values (< 0.4 in all cases). Estimates of m and ν 

549 displayed an idiosyncratic pattern, with spider and snail communities having low estimated 

550 values for both, weevils having high estimated values for both, and trees having high ν and low 

551 m estimates. Consistent with the CV experiments, ecological strength ( sE ) was the most 

552 difficult parameter to estimate, in the sense that all estimates were close to the mean of the 

553 prior, and PIs spanned the majority of the prior range. Posterior predictive simulations indicated 

554 a good fit of the estimated parameters to all empirical datasets, with the exception of the 

555 Reunion spiders (Fig. S3).

556

557 Discussion

558 After describing community ecology as a "mess" because of the endless proliferation of 

559 processes proposed for shaping biodiversity, Vellend (2010) proposed a conceptual framework 

560 to unify the study of community assembly dynamics composed of four fundamental processes: 
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561 dispersal, stochastic drift, selection (e.g. deterministic competition/filtering), and speciation. 

562 These different processes operate on different timescales and contribute information to different 

563 biodiversity data axes (i.e. species richness, abundances, trait distributions). To more fully 

564 characterize the interaction among these processes it is therefore necessary to develop process 

565 based joint models of these data axes. Recently, Overcast et al. (2019) took a new step in this 

566 direction and proposed a unified model of community ecology and population genetics, which 

567 accounted for local processes of dispersal and drift, and introduced a novel population genetic 

568 process. This model makes predictions of local genetic diversity which are a record of 

569 community history on an intermediate timescale, and are complementary to joint predictions of 

570 abundance. Furthering this unification, here we have described an individual-based mechanistic 

571 model of community assembly, the MESS model, which fully unifies the key processes 

572 underlying the dynamics of local accumulation of biodiversity across multiple timescales: 

573 dispersal, stochastic drift, selection (e.g. deterministic competition/filtering), and speciation 

574 (Vellend 2010, 2016). The MESS model integrates these processes in an hierarchical 

575 framework to make temporally explicit multi-dimensional predictions of species abundances, 

576 population genetic diversities, and trait variation in a phylogenetic context. MESS allows for 

577 simulating community-scale data from communities assembled entirely by in situ speciation 

578 (e.g. Galapagos finches; Grant & Grant 2011) to those assembled only by dispersal (e.g. 

579 nearctic snakes; Burbrink et al. 2015), as well as the full continuum between these. Additionally, 

580 MESS can generate predictions across the full spectrum of ecological interactions, from 

581 complete neutrality to strong niche-structuring through biotic or abiotic interactions. MESS 

582 expands the toolbox of practicing community ecologists by allowing to incorporate community 

583 genetic sequence data, along with abundances, and trait data for inferring the processes which 

584 have shaped observed biodiversity patterns.

585
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586 We have described an individual-based mechanistic model of community assembly, the MESS 

587 model, which unifies the key processes underlying the dynamics of local accumulation of 

588 biodiversity across multiple timescales: dispersal, stochastic drift, selection (e.g. deterministic 

589 competition/filtering), and speciation (Vellend 2010, 2016). The MESS model integrates these 

590 processes in an hierarchical framework to make temporally explicit multi-dimensional 

591 predictions of species abundances, population genetic diversities, and trait variation in a 

592 phylogenetic context, and usesing summary statistics that capture information both within and 

593 among the various axes of data. Simulation experiments show that MESS model summary 

594 statistics retain a very strong signal of temporal state (Figs. 5, S1, & S2;  subpanels) and that 𝛬

595 neutral models have elevated S, qD, qFD, and qGD compared to filtering and competition models 

596 across all except the earliest time points (Fig. 3). This is a direct result of the ecological 

597 equivalence of individuals in neutral models generating communities with lower species 

598 dominance. In a similar fashion, for non-neutral models, species that are more fit survive 

599 preferentially and increase in abundance, reducing evenness in the community and causing 1D 

600 to plateau at a low level, though it should be noted MESS does not implement negative density 

601 dependence and this is an avenue for future research. The finding that neutral models generate 

602 the highest species richness may be in conflict with theory that suggests competition is 

603 important for maintenance of biodiversity (e.g. Tilman 1994), however the spatially implicit 

604 model of competition implemented in MESS may not fully capture competition dynamics, and so 

605 this result should be interpreted with care. Increased speciation rate has little impact on 1D in 

606 the neutral case because ecological equivalence confers no cost or benefit to offspring species, 

607 whereas in non-neutral models new species inherit ancestral trait values with small perturbation. 

608 In these conditions increasing speciation rate increasingly favors the evolution and 

609 accumulation of small clades of species that have ecological advantage, causing a concurrent 

610 reduction in 1D. 

611
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612 Overall, we find that any two of the three data axes are sufficient to accurately identify the 

613 relative strength of neutral versus non-neutral processes in local community assembly, and that 

614 including trait information allows discrimination between which of the non-neutral processes are 

615 more important in driving the local patterns of biodiversity (Fig. 54). This latter finding suggests 

616 that niche-structured abundances and genetic diversity distributions are broadly similar between 

617 environmental filtering and competition models, and that the variance in local traits is necessary 

618 to distinguish between them. These results should be robust to values of sE that generate 

619 moderate to strong non-neutrality (i.e. sE ≥ 1), with a corresponding increase in misclassification 

620 rate as sE approaches 0. More generally, using any two data axes always resulted in improved 

621 classification accuracy when compared to using a single axis alone. Furthermore, our results 

622 highlight the flexibility of MESS to mask unobserved summary statistics such that inference can 

623 be made from a wide variety of high-throughput biodiversity surveys across different spatial 

624 scales and data availabilities. This will enable practicing community ecologists to perform 

625 inference with whatever biodiversity data is in hand.

626

627 The empirical communities we chose to evaluate represent both a variety of available data 

628 axes, and a range of perceived dispersal limitation, with Galapagos snails being the most 

629 dispersal-limited, the Australian trees being least limited, and the Mascarene spiders and 

630 weevils somewhat intermediate. The results from the Reunion spider community (classified as 

631 neutral with Λ approaching 1, m high and v low) are consistent with a late-stage community that 

632 is structured primarily by colonization and ecological drift (Vergnon et al. 2012), however we 

633 note that the model provided a relatively poor fit to this data, so this finding should be 

634 interpreted with caution. Both weevil communities had similarly high estimates of Λ, but higher 

635 estimated v, and less clear support for classification as neutrally evolving. The snail 

636 communities were classified as being structured by environmental filtering, with low estimated m 
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637 aligning with expectations of low dispersal. However, the low estimates of v and sE are 

638 somewhat surprising, given their documented pattern of single-island endemism (Parent & 

639 Crespi 2006). Finally, because the Australian tree communities are plot-level samples from 

640 smaller scales representing semi-isolated habitat patches and not true insular systems we 

641 expect their parameter estimates to deviate from those of true island assemblages. This is in 

642 agreement with the finding that these tree communities are all far from equilibrium (Rossetto et 

643 al. 2015). Specifically, our approach estimates that the system is characterized by moderate m, 

644 and high v and sE estimates which indicate that local turnover, in the context of a selective 

645 environment, is important and ongoing.

646

647 Future Perspectives

648 As a first approximation of the feedbacks between processes operating at different timescales 

649 MESS makes several simplifying assumptions which can be treated as targets for future model 

650 improvement. Non-neutral dynamics could constrain trait evolution as a function of resource 

651 availability or density-dependence (e.g. Múrria, et al 2018) or incorporate multivariate and/or 

652 discrete trait evolution, allow for filtering and competition processes within the same model, 

653 and/or allow for mutualistic rather than simply competitive interactions. Modelling more realistic 

654 metacommunity processes and patterns, and including more sophisticated measures of 

655 diversity such as temporal correlations and environmental matching would allow for expanding 

656 beyond the simple local/regional dichotomy. One caveat is that MESS assumes all species (or 

657 operational taxonomic units) have been well identified and do not deviateions from panmictic 

658 population structure, as this will distort model selection and parameter estimation during MESS 

659 inference. For example, cryptic population structure will reduce S and inflate metrics of genetic 

660 diversity, which could bias MESS inference to prefer non-neutral models, within which these 

661 features are common hallmarks. Another special consideration is the variance in the rate at 
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662 which Λ changes with respect to time as measured in generations. Specifically, the neutral 

663 approach to equilibrium is much slower (with respect to numbers of generations) than either of 

664 the non-neutral models, potentially confounding comparisons between models at fixed values of 

665 Λ. This also highlights the need for a more robust measure of equilibrium, which can account for 

666 processes across timescales.

667

668 Another approximation is the use of the rescaled Wright-Fisher coalescent process to generate 

669 the community-wide population genetic predictions of the forward-time Moran birth/death 

670 process. Yet future advances could make use of the powerful new tree-sequence recording 

671 (Kelleher et al. 2018; Haller & Messer 2019) to more accurately and flexibly match the full 

672 demographic and abundance history of each species with its respective underlying population 

673 genetic history. Although here we modeled a single locus per species to match the barcode and 

674 metabarcode data that are emerging from high-throughput ecological sampling efforts, 

675 implementing tree-sequence recording methods could also allow for flexible downstream 

676 options to incorporate spatial information associated with genetic geo-reference databases 

677 (Lawrence et al. 2019).

678

679 Conclusion

680 With our approach we were able to identify whether real communities were near equilibrium or 

681 not, and the eco-evolutionary processes underlying those dynamics. For example, despite the 

682 near-equilibrium state of both spider and beetle communities on islands, we discovered that the 

683 approach to these equilibria were different, with spider communities assembling largely by 

684 immigration, compared to the more prominent role of speciation in weevil communities. This 

685 confirms suspected, but as of yet untested, hypotheses from other island arthropod systems 

686 (Rominger et al. 2016) that can only now be evaluated. We were also able to pinpoint the 
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687 mechanistic causes (turnover and environmental filtering) of non-equilibrium in the tree 

688 communities. Finally, our analysis of Galapagos snails highlight areas for future improvement in 

689 modeling more fine scale environmental heterogeneity and its impact on filtering and speciation.

690

691 The MESS model unifies the study of biodiversity by linking ecological and evolutionary theory 

692 across three disparate timescales within an individual-based, mechanistic framework. The 

693 model generates explicit temporal predictions of community-scale data across these three 

694 diversity axes (species richness and abundance, population genetic diversity, and trait 

695 variation), spanning equilibrium and non-equilibrium conditions, and allowing for stochasticity 

696 along a continuum of scenarios ranging from pure ecological neutrality, to strong ecological 

697 interactions and/or environmental filtering. To complement the MESS model simulations, our 

698 implementation includes an extensive suite of ML tools for performing model selection and 

699 parameter estimation from observed data, and plotting routines for visualizing and evaluating 

700 results. This unified mechanistic model provides a general framework for hypothesis testing and 

701 biodiversity data synthesis, enabling the generation of multi-dimensional forecasts and test 

702 parameterized hypotheses about the historical and future processes driving biodiversity patterns 

703 from small-scale intensively sampled plots, to islands sensu lato, to regional and sub-continental 

704 scales.
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956 Tables & Figures
957 Table 1: MESS model parameters
958 All MESS model parameters, their interpretations and range of possible values. Parameters 
959 indicated with an asterisk (*) are pseudo-parameters which are either emergent, compound, or 
960 randomly sampled from a distribution with parameters determined by other elements of the 
961 model.

Categorical parameters

Parameter Options

Community assembly model Neutral / Competition / Environmental filtering

In situ speciation model None / Point mutation / Random fission

Local community initial conditions Metacommunity sample / Monodominance

Metacommunity component parameters

Symbol Meaning of parameter Type and range

𝐽𝑀 Total number of individuals Integer ≫ 1

𝑆𝑀 Total number of species Integer > 1

𝜆 Per lineage birth rate (speciation) Real in (0,∞)

𝜀 Per lineage death rate (extinction) as proportion of 
𝜆

Real in [0,1]

𝜎2
𝑀  

 
Trait evolution rate variance (Brownian motion) Real > 0

Local community component parameters

Symbol Meaning of parameter Type and range

𝐽 Total number of individuals Integer > 1

𝑆 Local species richness* Integer > 1

𝜈 Per capita per birth speciation rate Real in [0,1]
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m Immigration rate from metacommunity (per step) Real in [0,1]

𝜎2
 
 
 

Trait evolution rate variance* Real > 0

𝑧𝐸 Optimal trait value in environment* Real

𝑠𝐸 Strength of ecological filtering Real > 0

𝛬 Fraction of turnover equilibrium* Real in [0,1]

Population genetics coalescence component parameters

Symbol Meaning of parameter Type and range

L Sequence length of simulated genomic region (bp) Integer > 0

𝜇 Mutation rate Real > 0

𝛼 Abundance/Ne scaling factor Integer > 0

962
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964 Figure 1: Conceptual diagram illustrating the three primary components of MESS
965 The metacommunity component (red) encompasses a global phylogeny relating all species, 
966 along with species abundances and trait values evolved along the phylogeny. The local 
967 community component (black) involves a forward-time process during which a local community 
968 assembles by birth, death, immigration, and local speciation. The population genetic component 
969 (blue) generates backward-time coalescent simulations per species which are parameterized 
970 contingent on the abundance history and colonization time generated by the forward-time 
971 component to approximate the accumulation of genetic diversity. Each box illustrates a sub-
972 component of the model, and indicates the parameter(s) which determine the behavior of each 
973 sub-component. Arrows between sub-components indicate information flow through the 
974 process.
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975
976 Figure 2: Conceptual diagram illustrating the MESS machine learning inference procedure
977 The MESS machine learning inference procedure proceeds broadly in three steps. First, 
978 community-scale data is obtained for one or more axes of biodiversity data including 
979 abundances, trait values, and genetic sequence data, and community summary statistics are 
980 calculated. Next, prior ranges on model parameters are selected (depicted are migration rate 
981 (m), speciation rate (ν), and equilibrium (Λ)), numerous simulations are performed to match the 
982 sampling of the observed data using parameters sampled from these prior ranges, and the 
983 identical suite of summary statistics are calculated. Finally, a machine learning framework is 
984 trained using the simulated data, learning the mapping between summary statistics and 
985 simulation parameters. The trained machine learning framework is then used to estiamte model 
986 parameters using the observed community summary statistics.
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987
988 Figure 32: Effect of varying speciation rate and community assembly model on summary 
989 statistics
990 Species richness, rank abundance, rank genetic diversity, and rank distributions for 1000 
991 simulations generated under neutral (orange), competition (dark blue) and filtering (aqua) 
992 scenarios with time fixed at 500 generations. From bottom to top, rows of panels correspond to 
993 simulations with high (  = 0.005), low (  = 0.0005) and no (  = 0) speciation. In the left column 𝜈 𝜈 𝜈
994 of panels kernel density plots indicate the distribution of richness across simulations. In the rank 
995 plots (center two columns of panels), thick lines indicate average rank values and shaded areas 
996 show plus and minus one standard deviation. The right column of panels shows kernel density 
997 plots of zero-centered trait distributions.
998
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999

1000
1001 Figure 43: Community summary statistics through time for neutral and non-neutral 
1002 models
1003 This plot depicts the temporal change in select summary statistics for the three focal community 
1004 assembly models at three different speciation rates: No, Low, and High corresponding to  = 0, 𝜈
1005 0.0005, 0.005, respectively. Community assembly models depicted are neutral (orange), filtering 
1006 (aqua), and competition (dark blue). Each subpanel shows the resultant summary statistic for 
1007 1000 simulations equally spaced through time for each model class. Simulated values are 
1008 depicted as points, and a least squares polynomial is fit to better illustrate the trajectory. The far 
1009 left column of panels illustrate species richness on the y-axes (S). The y-axes of the remaining 
1010 columns illustrate the Hill number of order 1 (effective number of species) for abundance, 
1011 genetic diversity, and trait values, respectively.
1012
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1013
1014 Figure 54: Machine learning classification error rates and confusion matrices
1015 The top row shows random-forest misclassification error rates given different combinations of 
1016 available data axes for varying sizes of local communities (J). Data axes used for each suite of 
1017 simulations are indicated along the top of the figure. The x-axis indicates increasing sizes of J, 
1018 from 500-10,000 in regular intervals. The y-axis indicates probability of assembly model 
1019 misclassification, averaged over 1000 simulations per model class for each J (i.e. lower values 
1020 indicate more accurate classification). In the figure, orange shows neutral simulations, aqua 
1021 shows filtering, and dark blue shows competition. Solid lines indicate 1 - precision and dashed 
1022 lines indicate 1 - recall. The bottom row shows confusion matrices depicting detailed model 
1023 misclassification rates for data availability scenarios given J values between 9000 and 10,000. 
1024 In these figures, values on the diagonals indicate the proportion of accurately classified 
1025 simulations for each model class. Off-diagonal values indicate misclassified simulations.
1026
1027
1028
1029
1030
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1031
1032 Figure 65: Machine learning cross-validation parameter estimation
1033 1000 parameter estimation cross-validation (CV) replicates using neutral community assembly 
1034 model simulations and summary statistics from all data axes. True parameter values are on the 
1035 x-axes and the corresponding point estimates are on the y-axes (R2 values:  = 0.567, J = 𝛼
1036 0.845, sE = -0.037, m = 0.685,  = 0.714, = 0.963). A parameter that is well estimated will have 𝑣 𝛬
1037 CV results that fall on or around the identity line (depicted in red). Note that ecological strength 
1038 (sE) has no impact on neutral simulations, which produces the poor CV performance in 
1039 estimating this parameter.
1040
1041
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1042
1043 Figure 76: MESS empirical analysis
1044 Empirical classification and parameter estimation of five local communities including snails, 
1045 tropical trees, and island arthropods. Panel A) depicts machine learning classification 
1046 probabilities for each empirical community for three focal community assembly models. The 
1047 proportion of color within each bar represents the proportional predicted model class for 
1048 neutrality (orange), environmental filtering (aqua), and competition (dark blue). Panel B) depicts 
1049 pairwise estimates of five different model parameters under the best classified model for each 
1050 local community dataset. The value along each parameter axis is indicated by the position of the 
1051 representative icon. Parameters depicted include number of individuals per deme (α), ecological 
1052 strength (sE), migration rate (m), local speciation probability (ν), and fraction of equilibrium (Λ).
1053
1054

1055
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